If you know how to draw shapes and write your name, you are ready to draw Leonardo, the Terrible Monster!

That’s because drawing is just a bunch of shapes and letters put together in the right order. Let’s try it!

**YOU WILL NEED:**
- [ ]

**DRAW LEONARDO IN 8 STEPS!**

1. First, draw a big letter **O**. It appears in words like Mo!

2. Inside the big letter **O**, draw two smaller letter **O**s for the eyes.

3. Inside the eyes, make two dots.

4. Draw a letter **U** for the nose.

Add two dots at the bottom.
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5. Turn the letter V upside down to draw the horns.

6. For the mouth, draw a letter I that has fallen down. Leonardo is a terrible monster, so he’s not smiling.

7. Leonardo’s fur is squiggly! Add squiggles all around his head!

8. Let’s add two curves on Leonardo’s mouth. Now he’s smiling!

FINISHED!

What a great job! Don’t forget to sign your name so everyone can see what a great job YOU did drawing Leonardo!

Your Name!